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Do you want to laugh so hard a little pea comes out? I bet Marc Ryan can do that for you. He's been

featured on Comedy Central's "Best of the Improv", "Pit Stop Comedy" on TBS and CBS' "Star Search".

26 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, EASY LISTENING: Background Music Details: I believe that

life is supposed to be fun. Not only on the weekends or that yearly vacation, but every day you open your

eyes again, let the party begin! I was raised in Baton Rouge, Louisiana; a self proclaimed party state. At a

young age I was taught the Cajun saying, "Laissez les bons temp rouler" which means "Let the good

times roll!" You can never take life or yourself too seriously. In 1989 I was 18 years old and a senior in

high school the very first time I took the stage to perform stand up Comedy. It was an open mic contest at

a small Irish bar named O'Donahues and surprisingly I won. I was so nave and ignorant to the world of

stand up that I thought I would be an overnight success; a huge TV star by the time I hit 21! The first four

years were the hardest. I'm not going to lie to you, I truly sucked dong wind. I dug up an old notebook and

found this gem in the material archives. Let's go back in time now... Baking Soda. . . have ya noticed they

put baking soda in everything now!! It's like the cure all. It's in detergent! It's in toothpaste! Oh and now

the other day I saw "New 2000 flushes with Baking Soda" ...Hey!! I'm using the same thing to clean my

toilet as I am to clean my teeth. Why not just brush your teeth with your toilet brush? What I later learned

is that one of the most essential elements to being a successful stand up comedian is to know yourself

very well. How can you talk about things not truly knowing who you are and how you fit in to it all? At 18 I

only knew that stand up looked fun. Today, I have found my voice. I don't claim to have everything figured

out, but I open myself to learn everyday. Around the age of 22 the light bulb came on and I was finally

able to translate the way I made my buddies laugh, to the stage. I have never looked back. The only

salary gig I have ever had was for a top 40 radio station as a morning show host. I was up every morning
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at 3:30am working 13 hours a day. I quickly returned to comedy full time. I missed the crowds, the clubs

and the immediate response to my comedy. There is nothing better than ending your work day with

applause. Over the years I have had so many unique and wonderful experiences. I have seen most of the

United States, various parts of the world and met so many interesting people. I have done some

interesting jobs too. For a while, I was a silly character on local car commercials. I even hosted a home

town QVC style show called "Shop Baton Rouge." I hawked wicker on local cable! One of my early

highlights was creating, writing, directing and acting in a sitcom pilot named "Barley Makin' It." (Viewable

in the VIP backstage area on marcryan.com) It was about three college guys from very different

backgrounds forced to live together. It wasn't "Friends", but it was an amazing accomplishment that got

the attention of former Paramount Studios CEO and President of NBC Entertainment Brandon Tartikoff.

Mr. Tartikoff was a one of a kind man, and I was fortunate to have encountered him. He took time out to

share lunches with me and give me guidance and advice. I received my very first check for writing

services rendered working on a project for Mr. Tartikoff. A copy of the check hangs on the wall in my

office today. In the past few years since I have lived in Los Angeles, I have returned to television work. In

2001, I made an appearance on Comedy Central's "Best of the Improv." In 2002, I made a guest

appearance on the UPN hit sitcom "The Parker's." 2003 made dreams come true with an appearance on

the new "Star Search" on CBS hosted by Arsenio Hall. In 2004, I appeared on "Show me the Funny" a

HDTV special for the Wealth Network. 2005 has been a wild and exciting ride. I made a guest

appearance at the Montreal Comedy Festival and appeared on the "Comcast Comedy Spotlight" at the

Boston Comedy Festival. Most recently I taped a special "Pit Stop Comedy" for TBS at the 2005 HBO

Comedy Festival in Las Vegas Things are very exciting right now and the future looks bright. There's

nothing I love more than being one on one with a hot crowd in a dark comedy club. And if you've read all

the way to here, there's a good chance you've been in the audience of that dark comedy club. Thank you!

Thank you for relating to my world and expressing it with laughter. I hope to see you at a show soon. Do

me a favor, spread the word. I would like to own a car with less than 266,000 miles on it before I'm 40.

NOTE: To hear micro-cassette recordings of my first shows as well as the video of that very first

performance when I was 18 become a VIP backstage member at marcryan.com. To become a member

all you have to do is ask me for the password at a show or buy some merchandise online.
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